By car
Owing to a car race, during the weekend of April 18-19 till the first hours of Sunday
afternoon, the main road connecting Camucia to Cortona is being closed to private cars. It
is necessary to use side roads to reach Cortona. Here some informations.
Traveling from NORTH
Coming from NORTH on the A1 highway, after Arezzo take the exit Monte S. Savino and
follow the indications to Castiglion Fiorentino (about 15 km), then to Cortona on the SR71.
After Tavernelle (about 10 km), at the first road sign indicating Cortona, turn left into the
SP34 or strada provinciale del Sodo, a small country road. At the end of this road you get
to the main road that runs along the Cortona walls. You are arrived.
To park, it’s better to use one of the several car parks outside the walls (inside it’s really
difficult). The hotel and the workshop site are at a walking distance of about 5-10 minutes
from every car park.
Traveling from SOUTH
Coming from SOUTH on the A1 highway, take the exit Val di Chiana till a big roundabout.
Follow the road signs to Perugia and enter into a free highway (superstrada), direction
EAST. After about 20 km, take the exit to Cortona into SP10/B.
Arrived in Camucia, at the roundabout take the third exit. Follow the road along Camucia
on the SR71, you’ll find two small roundabouts and two petrol stations on the right (Esso
and Agip). After Camucia there are on the right a Q8 petrol station and a restaurant,
Agriturismo Il Melone, then a small crossing with a road sign to Cortona. It’s a small
country road, strada provinciale del Sodo. At the end of this road you get to the main road
that runs along the Cortona walls. You are arrived.
To park, it’s better to use one of the several car parks outside the walls (inside it’s really
difficult). The hotel and the workshop site are at a walking distance of about 5-10 minutes
from every car park.

